Arc-presentations of links were introduced by J. Birman and W. Menasco, some basic properties of arc-presentations have been established by P. Cromwell. P. Cromwell used the foliated surface technique that was worked out by J. Birman and W. Menasco in their study of closed braids. Here we exhibit a further development of that technique and of the theory of arc-presentations, and prove that any arc-presentation of the unknot admits a (non-strictly) monotonic simplification by elementary moves; this yields a simple algorithm for recognizing the unknot. We show also that the problem of recognizing split links and that of factorizing a composite link can be solved in a similar manner. We define two easily checked sufficient conditions for knottedness and show a large class of links to be non-trivial.
Introduction
The most important problem of knot theory is the classification of knots and links. A few years ago, a formal algorithmical solution of this problem was announced by S. V. Matveev, who corrected a previously announced solution of the problem by Hemion, which contained a gap in the proof. As he told the author, an algoritm for comparing isotopy classes of two links given by their diagrams can be easily constructed by using a slight modification of the Haken-Waldhausen-HemionThurston-Matveev algorithm for recognizing Haken manifolds. It is also possible to construct an algorithm that enumerates all diagrams of links, which, in conjunction with the previously mentioned algorithm, gives the possibility of generating a list of diagrams in which each isotopy class of links is presented exactly once and, for any other diagram, to locate the corresponding isotopy class in the list.
The algorithm for recognizing links mentioned above gives only a theoretical solution of the problem. Up to now, it cannot be used in practice because of the huge number of operations needed for its implementation, even for links with a small number of crossings.
It seems to be widely understood that the following problems, which are important ingredients of the general classification problem, are simpler from the practical point of view: 1) recognizing the trivial knot;
2) recognizing a split link and presenting it as the distant union of two non-empty links;
3) recognizing a composite non-split link and presenting it as the connected sum of two non-trivial links.
We shall call the aggregate of these three problem the decomposition problem, since a solution of all three allows one to express any given link in terms of prime nonsplit links and the unknot by using the connected sum and distant union operations. Such a decomposition is known to be essentially unique, but to solve the general classification problem, one must also construct an algorithm for comparing isotopy classes of two prime non-split links that are presented by their diagrams.
The decomposition problem was solved by W. Haken [7] and H. Schubert [13] by using Haken's method of normal surfaces, which plays a very important rôle in modern three-dimensional topology. (In particular, normal surfaces are used in the algorithm for recognizing Haken manifolds mentioned above and in the RubinsteinThompson algorithm for recognizing the three-sphere).
Finding normal surfaces seems to be exponentially hard problem. At least, the known realizations are that hard, both theoretically and in practice. So, any algorithm that uses Haken's technique has almost no chance to be implementable in a reasonable time.
In recent years, a few attempts have been made to find an algorithm for recognizing the trivial knot by using some monotonic simplification. By the latter we mean the following. One chooses a way of presenting knots by diagrams of certain type and introduces the notion of complexity c(D) of a diagram. For the chosen type of presentation, one also fixes a set of elementary moves that do not alter the topological type of a knot. Then, for a given diagram D of a knot, one searches for a seqence of diagrams Such an algorithm certainly exists if, for any n, there are only finitely many diagrams D such that c(D) < n (which will be the case for arc-presentations) because, in this case, we can find all monotonic simplification sequences in finite time by using an exhaustive search. If, for any diagram D of the unknot, the diagram D ′ obtained from D by a simplification algorithm is always the trivial diagram, we shall speak about the recognition of the unknot by monotonic simplification. It is well known that, in the case of ordinary planar diagrams with Reidemeister moves as elementary moves and the crossing number as the measure of complexity, recognizing the unknot by monotonic simplification is not possible because there exist diagrams of the unknot that cannot be simplified to the trivial circle by using only Reidemeister moves not increasing the crossing number.
According to A. E. Hatcher's solution of the Smale conjecture [8] , there is no topological obstruction to the existence of a flow ω on the space of knots such that any unknotted curve will evolve under ω to a round circle. Such a flow may be the gradient flow of some energy function, which plays the rôle of the measure of complexity. Appropriate discretization of the flow may lead to a strict monotonic simplification algorithm. Some investigation of the gradient flows on the knot space and numerical experiments have been done in the literature (see, e.g., [12] , [6] , [9] ).
A monotonic simplification procedure for spines of three-manifolds has been worked out by S. V. Matveev in [10] for recognizing three-manifolds. It also can be used for recognizing the unknot: for a given knot one first constructs a spine of the knot complement and then applies the simplification algorithm. Numerical experiments of this kind has been made by E. Fominykh.
In [5] , the author introduced three-page presentations of knots. The complexity of a three-page knot is defined to be the number of vertices at the binding line of the three-page book. A simplification procedure for three-page knots has been tested on a series of examples.
In all three mentioned situations, it has not been proved that a monotonic simplification to a trivial circle is always possible for any presentation of the unknot, but no counterexamples have been found either, though attempts have been made.
The first successfull attempt to find a measure of complexity with respect to which any presentation of the unknot admits a monotonic simplification was made by J. Birman and W. Menasco in [2] . The authors studied presentations of a knot as the closure of a braid and showed that the number of strands in a non-trivial braid presenting the unknot can always be reduced by certain type moves. The moves are Markov moves and so-called exchange moves, which preserve the number of strands. The main difficulty with using this result for constructing a monotonic simplification algorithm is caused by the fact that the number of elementary moves applicable to a braid is infinite.
The problem of recognizing the unknot happens to be very closely related to two other problems: recognizing split links and recognizing composite links. In many cases, one and the same technique allows to solve all three problems. The distant union and connected sum operations can be defined at the level of diagrams. But a split (or composite) link can usually be presented by a non-split (respectively, prime) diagrams. So, the general question is this: for a given diagram D, can one apply finitely many elementary moves without increasing the complexity so that the final diagram is obtained by the distant union and connected sum operations from trivial diagrams and diagrams of prime non-split links? J. Birman and W. Menasco have shown in [1] that the answer is positive in the case of closed braids (there is a gap in the proof of the result on composite links, but the assertion is true).
In a series of papers including [1] and [2] , J. Birman and W. Menasco developed a foliated surface technique, which turned out to be very well adopted for studying arc-presentations of knots. The theory was used in [3] for proving the additivity of the arc index under the connected sum operation. The possibility of a monotonic simplification and other algorithmic questions are not discussed in [3] , but a sequence of moves preserving the complexity appears in the proof. The generalized type I move of [3] can be easily decomposed into elementary moves (Proposition 5 of this paper). In conjunction with this remark, the arguments of [3] would suffice for a proof of recognizibility of split links by monotonic simplification. As for recognizing composite links, there is a gap in the final part of the proof of the main result of [3] , which is covered in this paper. We also provide some technical details that are not mentioned in [3] .
In addition to this, we extend the foliated surface technique to spanning discs of arc-presentations of the unknot. Compared to the case of a splitting or factorizing sphere, spanning discs require delicate care of their behaviour near the boundary.
Thus, the main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 1. The decomposition problem of arc-presentations is solvable by monotonic simplification.
In order to make this claim less abstract in this superficial introduction, we explain it in a very elementary language. Let us call a rectangular diagram an ordinary planar diagram D of a link satisfying the following restrictions: 1) D consists only of vertical and horizontal straight line segments, which we call edges;
2) at each crossing of D, the vertical arc is overcrossing and the horizontal one undercrossing;
3) no two edges are collinear (see Fig. 1 ).
Figure 1: A rectangular diagram
Two such diagrams are called combinatorially equivalent if they are isotopic in the plane via an ambient isotopy h that has the form h(x, y) = (f (x), g(y)).
Since the type of a crossing is determined by its position, there is no need to indicate in figures which arc is overcrossing and which one undercrossing.
Clearly, any planar diagram of a link is isotopic to a rectangular diagram (see below).
The following transforms of rectangular diagrams are elementary moves: The only operations changing the complexity are stabilization (which increases it by 1) and destabilization (which is inverse to stabilization). We would like to stress that the number of crossings is not taken into account in the definition of complexity. The number of crossings of a rectangular diagram of complexity n is bounded from above by (n − 1) 2 /2. The simplest possible rectangular diagram, the trivial diagram, is an ordinary rectangle. Its complexity is 2.
A 
Preliminaries

Definition of arc-presentations
We shall regard a three-dimensional sphere S 3 as the join of two circles: S 3 = S 1 * S 1 , and use the coordinate system (ϕ, τ, θ) on S 3 , where ϕ and θ are coordinates on the circles, ϕ, θ ∈ R/(2πZ), and τ takes values in the interval [0, 1]. We have (ϕ, 0, θ 1 ) ∼ (ϕ, 0, θ 2 ) and (ϕ 1 , 1, θ) ∼ (ϕ 2 , 1, θ) for all ϕ, ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , θ, θ 1 , θ 2 ∈ S 1 . In order to distinguish between the circles τ = 0 and τ = 1, we shall denote them by S 1 ϕ and S 1 θ , respectively. The circle S 1 ϕ will be called the binding circle. We shall denote by D t the open disk defined by θ = t, τ > 0. Such a disk will be called a page. We have ∂D t = S 1 ϕ . We shall regard ϕ and θ as functions on S 3 . As a rule, we use the notation s, s ′ , s 1 , s 2 , . . . for points from S 1 ϕ and t, t ′ , t 1 , t 2 , . . .
ϕ , whose elements are called vertices, is finite, and, for any t ∈ S 1 , the intersection of L ′ with any page D t is either the empty set or an open arc approaching two distinct vertices.
Duality of arc-presentations
Two arc-presentations, say L 1 and L 2 , are not distinguished if they have the same set of vertices, and, for any t ∈ S 1 θ , we have either
and L 2 ∩ D t are arcs with the same endpoints. Having agreed about this, we may assume without loss of generality that any arc L ∩ D t of an arc-presentation L consists of two radii of the disk D t . This means that L is a link consisting of segments of the form P * Q ⊂ S 1 ϕ * S 1 θ , where P ∈ S 1 ϕ , Q ∈ S 1 θ . Notice that, in this definition, the rôles of the circles S 1 ϕ and S 1 θ are the same, and L can be considered as an arc-presentation with respect to both circles. Vertices of one of the presentations are the centers of arcs of the other.
So, there is a duality operation on the set of arc-presentations, which is defined by the mapping ξ : S 3 → S 3 written in our coordinate system as ξ(ϕ, τ, θ) = (θ, 1−τ, ϕ). The rôles of arcs and vertices are interchanged under this duality.
Remark 1.
There is a triangulation T (L) of S 3 associated naturally with any arcpresentation L having n 2 vertices. T (L) has n 2 simplices that have the form I ′ * I ′′ , where I ′ ⊂ S 1 ϕ , (respectively, I ′′ ⊂ S 1 θ ) is an interval between neighoubring vertices of the arc-presentation L (respectively, ξ(L)). In this construction, L is a subset of the 1-skeleton of T (L) containing all the vertices. The main result of this paper can be proved by using Haken's method of normal surfaces if one choses T (L) as the main triangulation. In this case, the reasoning becomes "self-dual" with respect to ξ. However, it seems to us that Birman-Menasco's approach, which "breaks the symmetry", is simpler to use in our case. Proof. The definition of D makes sense, since each arc has two endpoints, and two arcs are attached to each vertex. Thus, in any vertical or horizontal straight line in the (x, y)-plane, we will have either none or two vertices. In the latter case, we connect them by a straight line segment, obtaining the rectangular diagram D.
Arc-presentations and rectangular diagrams
It is easy to see that one can obtain D form L by cutting S 3 along disks D 0 and ξ(D 0 ) and then projecting the result appropriately to the plane τ = 1/2.
The last assertion of the proposition is obvious.
We shall regard rectangular diagrams as a convenient way for depicting arcpresentations. Vertical edges of a rectangular diagram correspond to vertices, horizontal edges to arcs of an arc-presentation. We shall often draw appropriate rectangular diagrams for illustrating properties or transforms of arc-presentations.
Arc-presentations and closed braids
There is also an easy way to convert a rectangular diagram (an arc-presentation) to a closed braid. An arc presentation or a rectangular diagram can be endowed with an orientation as an ordinary link or an ordinary planar link diagram, respectively. For an oriented rectangular diagram D, we shall call a horizontal edge of D negative if its orientation is opposite to the orientation of the x-axis. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 5 . We skip the easy proof. 
Elementary moves
Actually, elementary moves of arc-presentations have already been introduced in the language of rectangular diagrams (see the Introduction). Here we describe them directly.
Throughout this section, we assume that each arc of any arc-presentation L consists of two radii of a disk D t . Thus, we have t ∈ S 1 θ ∩ L if and only if the page D t contains an arc of L.
Suppose that we have a continuous family L(u) of arc presentations, i.e., such that the sets L(u) ∩ S 1 ϕ and L(u) ∩ S 1 θ depend on u continuously. Then all the links L(u) are isotopic to each other via isotopies of the form (ϕ, τ, θ) → (f (ϕ), τ, g(θ)). ϕ (respectively, (L(u)∩S 1 θ ) passes through the origin, the corresponding rectangular diagram is changed by a cyclic permutation of vertical (respectively, horizontal) edges. Two arc-presentations that can be included into such a continuous family are said to be combinatorially equivalent.
The following assertion, although quite obvious, is very important from the algorithmic point of view. 
Remark 2.
One can show that the number N (n) of pairwise distinct classes of combinatorially equivalent arc-presentations of complexity n satisfies the inequalities
For three distinct point x 1 , x 2 , x 3 of S 1 , we shall write x 2 ∈ (x 1 , x 3 ) if, when going in the positive direction of S 1 we meet the points x i in this order: . . . , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 1 , x 2 , . . . . We shall write x 2 ∈ [x 1 , x 3 ] if we have either x 2 ∈ (x 1 , x 3 ) or x 2 ∈ {x 1 , x 3 }. By γ t,s,s ′ we shall denote an arc in D t such that ∂γ t,s,s ′ = {s, s ′ } ⊂ S 1 ϕ . When using this notation, we shall not distinguish between two arcs lying in the same page and having the same endpoints. Thus, we write γ t,s,s ′ ⊂ L whenever we want to say that L ∩ D t contains an arc with endpoints s, s ′ .
Let α = γ t,s 1 ,s 2 be an arc of an arc-presentation L. For sufficiently small ε > 0, there is no arc of L in D t ′ if t ′ ∈ (t−ε, t+ε), except for α, and there is no vertex of L in (s 1 − ε, s 1 + ε) ⊂ S 1 ϕ , except for s 1 . Replacing the arc α by the arcs γ t,s 1 +ε 1 ,s 2 and γ t+ε 2 ,s 1 ,s 1 +ε 1 , where ε 1,2 ∈ {ε, −ε}, will be called a stabilization move. The inverse operation will be called a destabilization move. In the language of rectangular diagrams, these operations coincide with stabilization and destabilization moves of rectangular diagrams, respectively, provided that we have 0 / ∈ (s 1 − ε, s 1 + ε) and 0 / ∈ (t − ε, t + ε), which can always be achieved by a small perturbation of L and taking ε sufficiently small.
Notice that the (de)stabilization move is self-dual with respect to ξ. Let α 1 , α 2 be two arcs of an arc-presentation L, α i ⊂ D t i , and there is no arc of L in ∪ t∈(t 1 ,t 2 ) D t or in ∪ t∈(t 2 ,t 1 ) D t . In this case, we shall say that the arcs α 1 and α 2 are neighbouring.
Let α 1 and α 2 be neighbouring arcs, s 1 , s 2 ∈ S 1 ϕ the endpoints of α 1 , and s 3 , s 4 be the endpoints of α 2 , ∂α 1 , ∩∂α 2 = ∅. We say that the arcs α 1 , α 2 are non-interleaved if we have either s 1 , s 2 ∈ (s 3 , s 4 ) or s 1 , s 2 ∈ (s 4 , s 3 ). Otherwise, they are said to be interleaved. In other words, arcs are interleaved if the corresponding chords of S 1 intersect each other (see Fig. 6 ). interleaved arcs non-interleaved arcs
This operation corresponds to interchanging vertical edges of a rectangular diagram, probably combined with a cyclic permutation of vertical edges.
We define a vertex exchange move to be the operation dual via ξ to an arc exchange move. It corresponds to interchanging horizontal edges of a rectangular diagram, probably combined with a cyclic permutation of horizontal edges. We shall use the term 'exchange move' for both operations, an arc exchange move and a vertex exchange move.
In the sequel, stabilization, destabilization, and exchange moves will be referred to as elementary moves. When appropriate, we shall not distinguish between combinatorially equivalent arc-presentations and think about elementary operations as being performed on the corrseponding combinatorial classes. Proof. We provide here only a sketch, the details are very elementary and standard. (In [3] , one can find a proof that uses Markov's theorem. The latter seems to us to be much less elementary than the assertion to be proved. We would prefer to use Reidemeister's theorem.)
As we have already mentioned, any planar diagram of a link is isotopic to a rectangular diagram. Indeed, for a given planar diagram, one can first deform it near crossings so that overcrossing arcs become vertical and undercrossing arcs horizontal. Then one can approximate the rest of the diagram by a step-line consisting of vertical and horizontal straight line segments. In the generic case, there will be no collinear segments. In order to deform such a diagram into an isotopic one, we might need to add more edges or contract some, which is achieved by (de)stabilization moves, and pass through codimension one degenerations, when two non-overlapping edges become collinear. The latter is achieved by exchange moves.
In order to prove the second assertion, one shows first that rotating a crossing by π as shown in Fig. 7 can be performed by applying finitely many elementary Remark 3. In [3] , the set of allowed (de)stabilization-type moves in the formulations of an analogue of Proposition 4 is larger. We shall now see that those, more general, moves can be expressed in terms of our elementary moves.
Generalized moves
Let α ∈ D t be an arc of an arc-presentation L and s ∈ S 1 ϕ be a point distinct from vertices of L. Let s 1 , s 2 ∈ S 1 ϕ be the endpoints of α. Replacing α by the arcs γ t,s 1 ,s and γ t+ε,s,s 2 , where ε > 0 is sufficiently small, will be called a generalized stabilization move. (In [3] , it is called a type IV move. The dual operation, which we shall not need, is called a type III move in [3] .) The operation inverse to a generalized stabilization move is called a generalized destabilization move. Let L be an arc-presentation, s 1 , s 2 , s 3 three points of S 1 ϕ distinct form vertices of L such that s 2 ∈ (s 1 , s 3 ). Suppose that for some t 1 , t 2 ∈ S 1 θ , the link L does not intersect any of the arcs γ t,s 1 ,s 2 if t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ] and γ t,s 2 ,s 3 if t ∈ [t 2 , t 1 ]. In this case, we shall call the operation consisting in interchanging the intervals (s 1 , s 2 ) (s 2 , s 3 ) a generalized (vertex ) exchange move. This operation can be described more formally as follows. Define a function f :
Then the generalized exchange move just defined consists in replacing each arc of the form γ t,s,s ′ by the arc
, this operation is called generalized type I move.) The dual operation, generalized arc exchange move, will not be needed here. Proof. We illustrate the idea of the proof in An arc-presentations whose rectangular diagram is trivial, split, or composite is called trivial, split, or composite, respectively.
The assertion of Theorem 1 will be a consequence of the following three Propositions. 
Proposition 7. If L is an arc-presentation of a split link, then there exists a finite sequence of exchange and destabilization moves
L → L 1 → L 2 → . . . → L n such that the arc-presentation L n is split.
Proposition 8. If L is an arc-presentation of a non-split composite link, then there exists a finite sequence of exchange and destabilization moves
The proof of these three Propositions follows the same scheme, only technical details are different. So, we shall be proving all three statements simultaniously. The assumption of non-splitness can actually be omitted in Proposition 8, it will not be used anywhere in the proof. It is added just to make the writing smoother.
The strategy and methods of the proof are very close to those in [1] , [2] . However, we need to concentrate on many technical details, which are specific in our case. This forces us to write a complete proof instead of just using existing results.
To begin with, we describe the general outline of the proof.
1) The assumptions of Propositions 6-8 imply the existence of a certain surface M : a disk whose boundary is L, a two-sphere that does not intersect L and is such that there are non-trivial parts of L on both sides of M , or a two-sphere that intersects L twice and cuts L in two two non-trivial tangles. We show that such a surface M , which we call a characteristic surface, can be isotoped to satisfy certain restrictions.
2) We consider the foliation F on M defined by the equation dθ = 0. We define the complexity c(M ) ∈ Z of the characteristic surface and show that, if c(M ) > 0, then the foliation F contains certain patterns.
3) We show that, if F contains a pattern defined at the previous step, then there exists an arc-presentation L ′ and a surface M ′ such that L ′ is obtained from L by finitely many exhchange and destabilization moves, the pair (
is isotopic to (L, M ), the surface M ′ satisfies the restrictions introduced at step 1, and we have either c(
4) We notice that, if c(F ) = 0, then we are done, i.e., the arc-presentation L is trivial, split, or composite, respectively.
Characteristic surfaces
Let L be an arc-presentation satisfying the assumptions of one of the Propositions 6-8. From now on, we shall assume that each arc of the form L ∩ D t is smooth, which was not the case under the agreement of Section 2. Let M ⊂ S 3 be
• an embedded two-dimensional disk whose bounday is L if L is an arc-presentation of the unknot;
• an embedded two-sphere splitting L into two non-empty links if L is a split link;
• a factorizing sphere, i.e., an embedded sphere that meets L in two points, cutting L into two non-trivial tangles, if L is a composite non-split link.
In this case, we call M a characteristic surface for L. We say that a characteristic surface M is admissible if
• the surface M is smooth everywhere up to boundary, except at (∂M ) ∩ S 1 ϕ ; • M \∂M intersects the binding circle S 1 ϕ transversally at finitely many points; • the foliation F on M \S 1 ϕ defined by dθ = 0 has only finitely many singularities, which are points of tangency of M with pages D t ;
• all singularities of F are of Morse type, i.e., local extrema (Fig. 11 b) or saddle critical points (Fig. 11 c) of the (multivalued) function θ| M \S 1 ϕ ;
• near any point p ∈ (∂M ) ∩ S 1 ϕ , the foliation F is radial (see Fig. 11 d) ;
• there is at most one point p ∈ (∂M )\S 1 ϕ at which the surface M is not transversal to the corresponding page D θ(p) ; at the exceptional point, the foliation F must have a saddle critical point (see Fig. 11 e) ;
• each page D t contains no more than one of the following:
• if L is a non-split composite link, the two intersection points L ∩ M are not vertices of L.
The behaviour of F near a point from (M \∂M ) ∩ S 1 ϕ is shown in Fig. 11 a) . The points of intersection of M with the binding circle, where the foliation F is not 
defined, will be called vertices of F. Sometimes we will distinguish between internal and boundary vertices that lie in M \∂M and ∂M , respectively. The singularities of F shown in Fig. 11 b,c,e will be called a pole, a(n internal) saddle, and a boundary saddle, respectively. Proof. In the case of a split link or a composite link, there is almost nothing to prove: a characteristic surface is admissible if it is in general position with respect to the binding circle, to the link, and to the foliation of S 3 \S 1 ϕ by disks D t . In the case of unknot, the admissibility of M means something more than just general position. By a small perturbation of an arbitrary characteristic surface M , we can achieve that M satisfy almost all the restrictions. The only thing that we may not avoid in this way is that F have many boundary saddles, whereas we allow it to have just one.
In order to avoid the occurence of many boundary saddles, we shall construct the disk M , starting from a small neighbourhood of the boundary. We construct initially a narrow ribbon
where L ′ is a circle unlinked with L, and the foliation on R defined by dθ = 0 has the desired behaviour near L. Then we attach a two-dimensional disk along L ′ , obtaining a characteristic surface M . Finally, we deform M slightly if necessary, keeping it fixed in a small neighbourhood of L = ∂M , so that, after deformation, M \∂M will be in general position. So, the only thing to explain is how to construct the ribbon R.
Notice that constructing the ribbon R is not equivalent to specifying a trivial framing of L. It would have been so if L were a smooth curve.
We start by enumerating the vertices s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ∈ S 1 ϕ and arcs α 1 , . . . , α n of L in the order that they follow in L:
. . , n − 1, and ∂α n = {s n , s 1 }.
Denote by r u the rotation of S 3 about the binding circle by the angle u: r u (ϕ, τ, θ) = (ϕ, τ, θ + u). For an arc α ⊂ D t , we denote by d ε (α) the disk
Take a point p in the arc α n . Let α ′ n , α ′′ n be the two parts of the arc α cut by p: ∂α ′ n = {s n , p}, ∂α ′′ n = {p, s 1 }. Pick an ε > 0 which is smaller than the θ-distance between any two neighbouring arcs. Consider the union R 1 of the following disks:
If n is even, the last two disks form the disk d −ε (α n ). If n is odd, then the intersection of R 1 with a neighbourhood of the point p will look as shown in Fig. 12 on the left. We attach a small disk "perpendicular" to α n along the segment {r u (p)} u∈[−ε,ε] and Fig. 12 on the right, still denoting the result by R 1 . The point p will be the only boundary saddle of F.
The union R 1 of disks is only a part of the ribbon under construction. Near any vertex, R 1 looks as shown in Fig. 13 on the left. We transform it into a ribbon as shown in Fig. 13 in the middle, attaching a sector of a small disk transversal to the binding circle. If we do this near each vertex, then, possibly, the obtained ribbon will be twisted, that is, the connected components of ∂R will be linked. We can compensate this by twisting the ribbon around the binding circle "in the opposite direction" at an arbitrarily chosen vertex as shown in Fig. 13 on the right.
Moves of the characteristic surface
We will think about an admissible characteristic surface M of an arc-presentation L as a periodic flow of planar pictures that are intersections of M with the pages D t , t ∈ S 1 . The pages D t containing singularities of F and arcs of L will be called singular, the corresponding values of t critical. All the others are regular.
For simplicity, we assume in this subsection that F has no poles and no closed regular fibres. The notions and the claims of this subsection will be used only when poles and closed fibres are absent.
If D t is a regular page, then the intersection D t ∩ (L∪ M ) is the union of pairwise non-intersecting arcs having endpoints on the binding circle S 1 ϕ = ∂D t . Notice that two arcs in D t ∩ (L ∪ M ) may have a common endpoint if L is an arc-presentation of the unknot (refer to the right picture in Fig. 13 ), but no arc forms a loop, which follow from an orientation argument. Each section D t ∩ (L ∪ M ) will be regarded up to a homeomorphism of D t fixed at ∂D t , which we shall express by saying that we consider the combinatorial type of the section D t ∩ (L ∪
We leave the following statement, which is standard, without proof. 
If D t is a regular page, then the combinatorial type of the section D t ∩ (L ∪ M ) does not change if t varies slightly. In addition to simple arcs, a singular page may contain one of the following: 1) a T-joint, which is a boundary saddle of F with three arcs attached;
2) an X-joint, which is either an internal saddle of F with four arcs attached or a regular fibre of F crossed by an arc of L (in the case of a composite link).
When t passes a critical value, the state of (L, M ) changes. We shall call such a change an event. Below is the list of all possible events. 
, where D t is a singular page, but there is no arc with endpoints s, s ′ "just before" or "just after" the corresponding events, i.e., in the section D t−ε ∩(L∪M ) or D t+ε ∩(L∪M ), where ε is sufficiently small, we shall say that the arc ss ′ participates in the corresponding event.
Clearly, if we know the state of (L, M ) just before an event and have a description of the event in terms of the participating arcs, then we can recover the state of (L, M ) right after the event. So, in order to specify the combinatorial type of an arc-presentation L with a characteristic surface M , we must to describe the state of (L, M ) at just one non-critical moment and provide the ordered list of all the events that occur when t runs over the circle. Such a state with a list of events will be called combinatorial description of (L, M ).
We shall use combinatorial descriptions whenever we will need to change the surface M or an arc-presentation L. Of course, an arbitrary initial state equipped with an ordered list of events does not necessarily define an arc-presentation and a characteristic surface; the combinatorial data must be consistent. It is easy, but tedious, to list all the requirements for the data to be consistent. Here are some of them: the final state (to which we come after all the events) must coincide with the initial one, an arc that is supposed to disappear in a forthcoming event must be present just before the event, etc. In each case when we change the combinatorial description of the pair (L, M ), it will be clear that the combinatorial data remain consistent.
Lemma 2. Let E 1 , E 2 be successive events such that no arc participating in E 1 coincides or interleaves with an arc participating in E 2 . If both events correspond to arcs of L, we assume additionally that those arcs do not have a common endpoint. Then the events can be interchanged, which will have no effect on the foliation F and the isotopy class of (L, M ). If both singular pages corresponding to the events E 1 , E 2 contain an arc of L, then the exchange of events will result in one arc exchange move on L. Otherwise, there will be no effect on the combinatorial type of L.
Proof. More precisely, the first assertion means the following. Let t 1 = θ(E 1 ) and t 2 = θ(E 2 ) be the time of the events. Then there exists an arc-presentation L ′ and an admissible characteristic surface M ′ for L ′ such that, for all t ∈ (t 2 , t 1 ) the states of (L, M ) and (L ′ , M ′ ) at the moment t coincide. At the moments t 1 , t 2 , the events E 2 , E 1 , respectively, happen with D t ∩ (L ′ ∪ M ′ ), and there is no event in between.
By saying that a transform has no effect on the foliation F, we mean that the new foliation F ′ is equivalent to F via a homeomorphism M → M ′ .
The assumptions of the lemma imply that there exists a continuous family of
forming an open disk d that does not intersect the surface M and the link L, such that the event E 1 occurs "on the right" of the disk d and the event E 2 occurs "on the left" of d. The latter means, in particular, that all arcs participating in E 1 (respectively, E 2 ) have both endpoints on the interval [s 1 , s 2 ] (respectively, in [s 2 , s 1 ]). It is not forbidden that an arc participating in the events have one or both endpoints on {s 1 , s 2 }. If s 1 and s 2 are the endpoints of an arc participating in E 1 or E 2 , it must be on the appropriate side of γ t,s 1 ,s 2 , where the corresponding event occurs. Now we can define a self-homeomorphism f of S 3 \d preserving the foliation dθ = 0 by making the time θ "go faster" on the left of d, which will result in E 2 occuring before E 1 . In the pages D t with t ∈ [t 2 +ε, t 1 −ε] the mapping f is assumed to be identical. The mapping f will send the surface M to another one, preserving the foliation. Clearly, the mapping f can be adjusted in a small neighbourhood of d to become a self-homeomorphism of the whole S 3 .
The last two assertions of the lemma are obvious.
Remark 4.
We do not exclude the case when an arc participating in E 1 has a common endpoint with one participating in E 2 . This may occur when L is an arcpresentation of the unknot, ∂M = L, and the common end of two arcs is a boundary vertex of F, i.e., a vertex of L (refer again to Fig. 13 ). This is why we wrote [s Fig. 14) . The number of singularities of the foliation F Figure 14 : Reducing parallel arcs
is not increased (which will be important for us), the number of arcs in each state of M is reduced. Such reduction could be useful in practice for specifying a surface in combinatorial terms, but it will play no rôle in what follows, all the arguments remain true if we allow parallel arcs. Whereas the transform described in Lemma 2 generalizes an arc exchange move to the case of an arc-presentation endowed with an admissible characteristic surface, the following construction is an analogue of a generalized exchange move. 
There is a small neighbourhood U of d (1) that does not meet L and M . By adjusting f in U we can make f a self-homeomorphism of the whole sphere S 3 .
Patterns of F that are always present
Let L be an arc-presentation, M an admissible characteristic surface of L, and F the foliation on M defined by dθ = 0. We define the complexity c(M ) of M as the total number of singularities of F.
Fibres of F are of the following types:
• a closed circle;
• an open arc connecting two vertices;
• an open arc connecting a vertex to a saddle or a saddle to itself (we call such a fibre a separatrix );
• a singular point of F.
For a vertex v of F, we call the closure of the union of all fibres of F approaching v the star of v. By the valence of v we mean the number of separatrices in the star of v, which coincides with the number of saddles in the star.
An internal vertex v of F is said to be bad in two cases: 1) the star of v contains more than one boundary vertex; 2) the star of v is pierced by L. If a vertex is not bad, it is said to be good. Proof. We denote by χ the Euler characteristic of M , χ ∈ {1, 2}. We also set ǫ = 1 if F has a boundary saddle, and ǫ = 0 otherwise. Denote the number of internal vertices of valence k by V k , the number of boundary vertices of valence k by V b k , the number of internal saddles by S, and the number of poles by P . By the definition of complexity, we have
Notice that we always have V 1 = 0. Indeed, the opposite would mean that there is an event E in the flow D t ∩ (L ∪ M ) corresponding to a saddle such that some arc participating in E and existing just before the event survives after the event, which is impossible. Notice also that either V 0 > 0 or V b 0 > 0 imply c(M ) = 0: if there is no singularity in the star of a vertex, then this star is the whole surface M , and there are exactly two vertices, either internal or boundary ones.
Thus, we may assume that V 0 = V b 0 = V 1 = 0. If P > 0, then case 1) takes place, and we are done. So, we assume P = 0.
Counting the topological indices of singularities gives
Counting the number of separatrices in two different ways gives
From (3) and (4) we get
First, consider the case of a split link, which is the simplest one because, in this case, there are no boundary vertices and no bad vertices. Relation (5) can be rewritten as
which implies
We have either V 2 > 0 or V 3 > 0, which are cases 3) and 4) of the lemma. The case of a composite link is similar, but now the inequality (7) does not imply that there exist a good three-or two-valent vertex, because some vertices are bad. There may be at most four bad vertices. So, either there exists a good threeor two-valent vertex or we have V 2 + V 3 4. In conjunction with (7), the latter implies V 2 = 4, V 3 = 0, i.e., all bad vertices are two-valent. This is the case 5) of the lemma.
Remark 5.
In this case, we also have V 5 = V 6 = . . . = 0, but not necessarily V 4 = 0. One can show that V 4 must be even, but it can be arbitrarily large. The case V 4 > 0 is missing in [1] and also in [3] . Now we consider the case of the unknot. Relation (5) reads:
If V b 1 > 0, then case 2) of the lemma takes place. Suppose that V b 1 = 0. Then it follows from (8) that 2V 2 + V 3 > 0. If all vertices are good, we are done: either case 3) or 4) takes place.
If some vertices of F are bad, we do the following. In each continuous family of fibres of F connecting a bad vertex with a boundary vertex, we select one fibre and cut the surface M along all the selected arcs (see Fig. 15 ). Let d 1 , . . . , d l be the obtained disks. We say that a disk d i is terminal if there is exactly one bad vertex of F in ∂d i . Clearly, there should be at least two terminal disks (e.g., there are five in Fig. 15 ). Therefore, we can find a terminal disk d i such that ∂d i does not contain the boundary saddle of F. Let d 1 be that disk.
Consider the restriction F of the foliation F to the disk d 1 . Let V k and V b k be the number of internal and boundary k-valent vertices of F , respectively. By analogy with (8), we have
Since V b 1 = 0 and the disk d 1 is terminal, we have V b 1 3, which implies 2 V 2 + V 3 1. Thus, there is at least one internal two-or three-valent vertex in d i . By construction, this vertex is a good vertex of F, so, one of the cases 3) or 4) takes place.
Simplifying the characteristic surface
This is the final part of the proof of Propositions 6-8 and Theorem 1. Proof. It suffices to show how to obtain L ′ , M ′ in each case listed in Lemma 4.
Case 1: F has a pole. We remove all poles and closed fibres of the foliation F. The obtained surface has new boundary components, each consisting of a saddle and a separatrix and lying in a page D t . For such boundary component γ, we attach a disk bounded by γ that lies in D t to the surface and then deform the result slightly to obtain a smooth surface. The saddle singularity at γ dissappears (see Fig. 16 ). The complexity of the surface is decreased, the surface remains admissible, the link L is untouched.
In what follows we assume that there are no poles, and hence, no closed regular fibres in F.
Case 2: F has a univalent boundary vertex. Let s 1 be a univalent boundary vertex, s 2 , s 3 the neighbouring vertices to s 1 at the knot L, α and β the two arcs of L that connect s 1 with s 2 and s 3 , respectively, and x the saddle connected with s 1 by a separatrix. The saddle x may be a boundary saddle as well as an internal one. Suppose x is a boundary saddle. We may assume without loss of generality that x ∈ β. The behaviour of the foliation near s 1 is shown in Fig. 17 on the left. There is no topological obstruction to slide the arc α over M toward x in such a way that, at any moment, α coincides with a regular fibre of F with endpoints s 1 , s 2 .
Let us see what happens with the combinatorial structure of L when α moves. In most cases, finitely many arc exchange moves will occur. However, there is one exception: at some moment, it may happen that we are going to interchange the arc α with the other arc having s 2 as the endpoint. Interchanging two neighbouring arcs that are also neighbours in L does not change the topological type of L, but, formally, this is not an arc exchange move. Fortunately, if such a situation occurs, we can apply a generalized destabilization move to the obtained arc-presentation. If this situation does not occur, we move α until α and β become neighbouring arcs. This must happen either in the meantime or when α gets very close to the saddle. When α and β become neighbours, we apply a generalized destabilization move.
If x is not a boundary circle, then we do the same thing, but with both arcs α and β. The star of s 1 is shown in Fig. 17 on the right. We slide α and β toward x until it becomes possible to apply a generalized destabilization move.
Remark 6.
Note that, once we have applied a destabilization move and the arcpresentation L has become simpler, we forget the surface M and search for a completely new admissible characteristic surface for the obtained arc-presentation. However, the new characteristic surface can be found by a modifiaction of the old one, which may yield in some optimization of the simplification procedure. We do not discuss this in detail because the optimization questions are out of the scope of this paper.
Case 3: F has a good two-valent internal vertex. Let s 1 be a good two-valent internal vertex and let x 1 , x 2 be the two saddles from the star of s 1 . There must be also two vertices in the star of s 1 . Denote them by s 2 , s 3 . We may assume without loss of generality that s 2 is also an internal vertex. The star of s 1 is shown in Fig. 18 . Let t 1 = θ(x 1 ), t 2 = θ(x 2 ). We may also assume that the section D t ∩ M contains the arc γ t,s 1 ,s 2 when t ∈ (t 1 , t 2 ) and the arc γ t,s 1 ,s 3 when t ∈ (t 2 , t 1 ), and we have s 1 ∈ (s 2 , s 3 ). The other cases are obtained by flipping the orientation of S 1 ϕ and/or S 1 θ . Pick a small ε > 0. No arc in D t ∩ (L ∪ M ) will be interleaved with the arc (s 2 + ε)(s 1 − ε) if t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ] and with (s 1 − ε)(s 3 + ε) if t ∈ (t 2 , t 1 ). Clearly, if no arc in D t ∩ (L ∪ M ) is interleaved with an arc ss ′ , then this remains true under a small variation of t. So, if ε is small enough, then no connected component of D t ∩ (L ∪ M ) is interleaved with the arc (s 2 + ε)(s 1 − ε) if t ∈ [t 1 − ε, t 2 + ε] and with (s 1 − ε)(s 3 + ε) if t ∈ [t 2 + ε, t 1 − ε]. Thus, the arc-presentation L and the surface M satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 3, where we should replace s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , t 1 , t 2 by s 2 + ε, s 1 − ε, s 3 + ε, t 1 − ε, t 2 + ε, respectively, and we can exchange the intervals (s 2 + ε, s 1 − ε) and (s 1 − ε, s 3 + ε).
The new arc-presentation L ′ is obtained from L by a generalized exchange move, which, according to Proposition 5, is the composition of ordinary exchange moves. As a result of the exchange, the vertex s 1 is moved to s ′ 1 = s 2 + 2ε. There is no other vertex of L or F in (s 2 , s ′ 1 ). The foliation of the surface is not changed, therefore, there still exists a regular fibre α connecting the vertices s 2 and s ′ 1 . We can now isotop the surface so that the obtained surface M ′ is admissible and we
In order to see that there is no obstruction, we can do the following. First, we replace the interval (s 2 − ε, s ′ 1 + ε) of the binding circle by an arc parallel to α (see Fig. 19 ). Then we apply an isotopy that will restore the binding circle. Under this isotopy, the boundary of the surface stays unchanged. We may also assume that the obtained surface M ′ is in general position (thus, it is still admissible) and there is no poles of the foliation F ′ on M ′ defined by dθ = 0. Indeed, if there is one, we can apply the procedure described in Case 1) and get rid of all poles and closed fibres of the foliation.
In the case P = 0, from (2) and (3) we have
Since the number of boundary vertices of F ′ is the same as that of F and the number of internal vertices of F ′ is less than that of F, we have c(M ′ ) < c(M ).
Remark 7.
The operation of removing the vertices s 2 , s ′ 1 has the following effect on the combinatorial description of M : in all pages D t with t ∈ (t 1 , t 2 ) the arc s 2 s ′ 1 disappears, in all regular pages D t with t ∈ (t 2 , t 1 ) a pair of arcs one of which is s ′ 1 s ′ 3 and the other has the form s 2 s is replaced by the arc s ′ 3 s, the events at t = t 1 , t 2 disappear, the events in t ∈ (t 2 , t 1 ) are adjusted by replacing s 2 with s ′ 3 .
Case 4: F has a good three-valent internal vertex. Let s 1 be a good three-valent vertex and let s 2 , s 3 , s 4 be the other vertices from the star of s 1 enumerated so that s 2 ∈ (s 1 , s 3 ), s 4 ∈ (s 3 , s 1 ). Let x 1 (respectively, x 2 ) be the saddle (from the star of s 1 ) connected by separatrices to s 2 , s 3 (respectively, s 3 , s 4 ). The star of s 1 cannot contain a boundary saddle, since otherwise there would be two boundary vertices in the star, which would contradict to the goodness of s 1 . Thus, neither of the points x 1 , x 2 is a boundary saddle. Let s 5 and s 6 be the vertices other than s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 connected by separatrices to x 1 and x 2 , respectively (see Fig. 20 ).
Figure 20: Turning a three-valent vertex of F into a two-valent one
. We may assume without loss of generality that θ increases when we go from x 1 to x 2 transversally to the fibres connecting s 1 and s 3 . In other words, we have γ t,s 1 , Since the unknown events that happen in (t 1 , t 2 ) do not involve the arc s 1 s 3 , all the arcs participating in them must have both endpoints either in [s 1 , s 3 ] or in [s 3 , s 1 ]. In the first case, there is no topological obstruction to moving these events "to the future" so that they happen after t 2 . In the latter case, we can move them "to the past", i.e., before t 1 . During this exchange of events, we may arrive at the situation when the next pair of events to be interchanged corresponds to neighbouring arcs of L having a common endpoint. If this happens, we terminate the exchange process and apply an appropriate generalized destabilization move, obtaining a simpler arc-presentation.
Otherwise, we perform all the exchanges, which result in the following: finitely many arc exchange moves are applied to L; an isotopy preserving the foliation F is applied to M . The main achievment is this: 1) there is no event between t 1 and t 2 ;
2) all three arcs s 1 s 2 , s 3 s 5 and s 4 s 6 are present at the moment preceeding t 1 ;
3) all three arcs s 2 s 5 , s 3 s 6 s 1 s 4 are present right after the moment t 2 .
Remark 8.
There is a minor mistake in [3] , in the proof of Lemma 3: it is claimed (in different terms) that the only obstruction to an isotopy making the events corresponding to x 1 , x 2 successive are arcs of L. This is not necessarily so, the events in the time interval (t 1 , t 2 ) can be arbitrary, including those corresponding to saddles. In particular, before the exchanges, the arc s 2 s 5 , which must be present in D t 1 +ε ∩ M for a small ε may be already absent in D t 2 ∩ M , being destroyed at some moment t ∈ (t 1 , t 2 ).
Now we
This results in an isotopy of the surface M and changing the foliation as shown in Fig 20 on the right. For more explanations and figures illustrating the change of the surface, see [1] , where the idea of turning a three-valent vertex into a two-valent one appeared originally.
After the change of the foliation, the vertex s 1 becomes two-valent. It remains good because the star of s 1 becomes smaller. So, we can now proceed as in the case of a good two-valent vertex (Case 3).
Case 5: F has two pairs two-valent vertices, in each the vertices are connected by a fibre intersecting L. This case may occur only when L is a composite link and M is a factorizing sphere. This case was not considered in full generality in [3] , so, here we also fill a gap in the proof given in [3] of the additivity of arc-index.
Let s 1 , s 2 be a pair of two-valent vertices connected by a fibre α of F that intersects L. Since there are exactly two such pairs of vertices and exactly two points in L ∩ M , the union U of the stars of s 1 and s 2 is pierced only once. The structure of F in the region U is shown in Fig. 21 the point L ∩ U . Let β be the arc of L that pierces U and x 1 , x 2 be the saddles from U . Let t 1 = θ(x 1 ), t 2 = θ(x 2 ), t 3 = θ( * ). Let ∂β = {s 5 , s 6 }. Since the arcs s 1 s 2 and s 5 s 6 interleave, we may assume s 5 ∈ (s 1 , s 2 ) and s 6 ∈ (s 2 , s 1 ). Denote by β ′ the arc of L attached to s 5 but different from β. Let s 3 be the vertex from the star of s 1 other than s 2 , and s 4 the vertex from the star of s 2 other than s 1 . We can always achieve the following by adjusting notation:
Suppose that the interval (s 1 , s 2 ) of the binding circle does not intersect the surface M . Let A 1 (respectively, A 2 ) be the set of arcs in L that lie in the sector θ ∈ (t 1 , t 3 ) (respectively, θ ∈ (t 3 , t 2 ) ) and have the endpoints in (s 1 , s 2 ) . By using arc exchange moves, we can shift all the arcs from A 1 "to the past" (t 1 − ε, t 1 ) and the arcs from A 2 "to the future" (t 2 , t 2 + ε), keeping the relative order of arcs in each family A i . Now, for a sufficiently small ε, we can exchange the intervals of the binding circle: (s 1 + ε, s 5 − ε) with (s 3 − ε, s 1 + ε), and (s 5 + ε, s 2 − ε) with (s 2 − ε, s 4 + ε), since the assumptions of Lemma 3 are satisfied. As a result of the exchanges, the vertices s 1 , s 2 are moved to s ′ 1 = s 5 − 2ε and s ′ 2 = s 5 + 2ε, respectively, becoming neighbouring to s 5 . We can now reduce the number of vertices of F in the same way as we did in Case 3. The intersection point * slides over L from the arc β to β ′ (see Fig. 22 ). The rest of the argument is the same as in Case 3. ϕ . Actually, the procedure that has just been considered may work in this case, too. One should include in A 1 , respectively A 2 , all the events in (t 1 , t 3 ), respectively (t 3 , t 2 ), involving arcs with endpoints in (s 1 , s 2 ). But there is one really bad case, which really can take place: the arc β can intersect the surface M twice. If the second itersection point lies in the segment of β between s 5 and * , we cannot exchange the intervals. We now show that, for the case in which M intersects (s 1 , s 2 ) ⊂ S 1 ϕ , the surface M can be simplified by using a different method.
As we have seen at the end of the proof of Lemma 4, if none of the Cases 1-4 occurs, then four of the vertices of the foliation F are two-valent and all the others are four-valent. It is not difficult to see that, in this case, the surface M can be cut along regular non-separatrix fibres of F into two disks and a number of annuli in which the foliation looks as shown in Fig. 23 . In the Figure, i runs from 1 through k, where 2k is the total number of vertices of F. Certainly, we have k 3, since the vertices s 3 , s 4 do not lie in (s 1 , s 2 ) by construction. Notice that we have chosen the notation for s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 to be as before; * 1 and * 2 stand for the points L ∩ M .
For a moment, we step back to Case 4 and Figure 20 . What assumption did we use in the proof that the foliation can be changed as shown in Fig. 20 arc s 2i+1 s 2i+2 , then we can change the foliation as shown in the Fig. 24 on the right by aplying the same procedure as in Case 4 to both copies. The vertices s 2i+1 and s 2i+2 will become two-valent, and we can simplify the surface M as in Case 3.
So, the only possiblity left is that the arcs s 2i−1 s 2i and s 2i+3 s 2i+4 are not separated by s 2i+1 s 2i+2 for all i = 1, . . . , k − 2. We now show that, in this case, the interval (s 1 , s 2 ) is disjoint from M , which contradicts the assumption.
In order to help the imagination, we explain informally how the surface M looks in the case under consideration. Let C be a simple non-closed curve in S 3 with endpoints in S 1 ϕ consisting of k − 1 arcs, each lying in a separate page D t . Let S be the boundary of a small neighbourhood of C. If the neighbourhood has been chosen appropriately, then the foliation dθ = 0 on S looks exactly as that on M . Actually, the surface M can be isotoped to such an S without changes in the foliation and combinatorial structure of L for an appropriately chosen curve C.
Let I j be the following interval of the binding circle:
We want to show that I i ∩I j = ∅ if i = j, which will imply (s 1 , s 2 )∩M = I 1 ∩M = ∅.
Recall that the vertices s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 have been numbered so that I 1 ∩ I 2 = ∅. Suppose that we have
There is a saddle of F that is connected by separatrices to the vertices s 2i+1 , s 2i+2 , s 2i+4 , s 2i+3 in this circular order. These vertices must appear in S 1 ϕ in the same or in the opposite circular order. Since the arcs s 2i−1 s 2i and s 2i+3 s 2i+4 are not separated by s 2i+1 s 2i+2 , we see that the vertices s 2i+1 , s 2i+2 , s 2i , s 2i−1 go in S 1 ϕ in the same circular order as the vertices s 2i+1 , s 2i+2 , s 2i+4 , s 2i+3 do. Therefore, the assumption
Now, we show by induction that, for i < j, we have either I i ∩ I j = ∅ or I i ⊂ I j . This is true for i = 1, j = 2. Suppose, this is true for all i < j m. We have already shown that I m ∩ I m+1 = ∅. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1}. In any regular page D t one of the following is present: 1) the arc s 2i−1 s 2i , which separates I i from the rest of the binding circle;
2) the arcs s 2i−1 s 2i+1 and s 2i s 2i+2 , which separate I i ∪ I i+1 from the rest of the circle;
3) the arcs s 2i−3 s 2i−1 and s 2i−2 s 2i , which separate I i ∪ I i−1 from the rest of the circle.
In order to see this, refer to the stars of s 2i−1 and s 2i . One of regular pages contains the arcs s 2m−1 s 2m+1 and s 2m s 2m+2 . By the induction hypothesis, the vertices s 2m−1 and s 2m are outside of I i−1 ∪ I i ∪ I i+1 . Therefore, the vertices s 2m+1 and s 2m+2 are outside of I i . This implies I i ∩ I m+1 = ∅ or I i ⊂ I m+1 .
From the symmetry argument, we conclude that, for any i > j, we also have either I i ∩ I j = ∅ or I i ⊂ I j . Therefore, I i ∩ I j = ∅ for all i = j. This concludes the proof of the Lemma.
In order to complete the proof of Propositions 6-8, we need only to consider the case c(M ) = 0. If L is an arc-presentation of the unknot, then (2) and (3) 
If L is a split or composite link, we may assume without loss of generality that L ∩ S 1 ϕ = {0, π}. Then the line x = π will be splitting or factorizing, respectively, for the rectangular diagram of L.
A couple of remarks are in order.
Remark 9. The assertions of Propositions 7 and 8 can be strengthened a little by skipping destabilization moves in the formulation. Indeed, it is trivial to show that, for any sequence
which the first k moves are exchanges and the last N − k ones destabilizations. If L N is split or composite, then L ′ k is also split or composite, respectively.
Remark 10.
One can easily show that, for any two sequences
of cyclic permutation, exchange, and destabilization moves of rectangular diagrams, there exists a sequence
of cyclic permutation, exchange, and destabilization moves, provided that the rightmost edge of D (1) 0 (respectively, the leftmost edge of D
0 ) belongs to the same component of the link as the rightmost edge of D (respectively, the leftmost edge of
). Here # stands for the connected sum operation. A similar statement is true for the distant union operation. Thus, we can obtain a complete decomposition of an arc-presentation by using exchange and destabilization moves.
Applications
4.1 An algorithm for recognizing the unknot, recognizing split links, and link factorization Propositions 6-8 allow to construct a simple algorithm for recognizing the unknot, decomposing a given link into the distant union of non-split links, and factorizing a non-split link to prime links. The algorithm is the following.
We search for all arc-presentations obtained by finite sequences of exchange moves from a given one. Since, for any n, the number of combinatorial classes of arc-presentations of complexity n is finite, the process will terminate in finitely many steps. Let L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L N be the arc-presentations found. If some L i admits a destabilization move L i → L ′ , we replace L by L ′ and proceed as before. In finitely many steps, we get a list of diagrams none of which can be simplified anymore. Denote them again by L 1 , . . . , L N and their rectangular diagrams by D 1 , . . . , D N .
For each diagram D i , we find a characteristic family of vertical lines, which is a maximal set of lines l 1 , . . . , l k(i) such that we have |l i ∩ D i | 2 and any connected component of R 2 \(∪ i l i ) contains at least one horizontal edge of D i as a whole. We chose the diagram D i for which k(i) takes the maximum value. The characteristic family of D i will realize a decomposition of the given link into the distant union and/or connected sum of prime non-split links and trivial knots.
Remark 11. It is natural to ask how fast the algorithm just descirbed is. Unfortunately, the answer is not optimistic in a sence that the algorithm is too hard to be implemented in practice: we cannot provide an estimation for the running time much better than n 2n , where n is the complexity of the given diagram. However, we think that the algorithm can be improved considerably. We describe the point very briefly.
We say that an arc-presentation L is simplifiable if there exists a sequence of exchange moves L → L 1 → . . . → L k such that a destabilization move can be applied to L k . So, the problem is actually this: how to detect that a given arcpresentation is simplifiable and find the corresponding sequence of exchanges as fast as possible? Also, we need a fast method to decide whether a given non-simplifiable arc-presentation can be transformed into a split or composite one by using exchange moves. We think that a solution much better than an exhaustive search might exist. So far, this problem has not been investigated.
An upper bound on the crossing number needed for untangling
We shall use the notation c × (D) for the crossing number of a planar diagram D. We shall also denote by c arc (D) the complexity of the arc-presentation corresponding to a rectangular diagram D. We introduce two different notations, because a rectangular diagram can be viewed in both ways, as an arc-presentation and as an ordinary planar diagram. 
Proof. It is shown in [4] that there is an algorithm for converting a planar diagram D 0 to an arc-presentation that has no more than c(D 0 ) + 2 arcs. Let D (1) be the corresponding rectangular diagram. Following the lines of the proof in [4] , it is easy to see that there is a sequence of Reidemeister moves
Notice that a cyclic permutation of horizontal (vertical) edges of a rectangular diagram can be decomposed into one stabilization move, a few exchange moves, and one destabilization move (see Fig. 25 ). Therefore, we can find a sequence of 
It is easy to show that, for any rectangular diagram D, we have
It remains to notice that, for any exchange or (de)stabilization move
there exists a finite sequence of Reidemeister moves
Results of Birman and Menasco on closed braids
We show here that the results of [1] and [2] follow easily from the main result of this paper. This is not a surprise because we used a modification of a technique that was originally worked out for studying closed braids. First of all, we briefly recall what the elementary moves for braids are:
The moves 1)-3) are Markov's moves, exchange moves were introduced by J. Birman and W. Menasco. An exchange move can be decomposed into finite seqence of Markov's moves, but not always withing the class of braids with the same or lesser number of strands. The main result of [1] and [2] is the following. For the definition of split and composite braids, see [1] .
Proof. In the definition of a split and composite rectangular diagrams, we used vertical straight lines not intersecting the diagram or intersecting exactly twice. Clearly, if we change the definition by replacing vertical lines by horizontal ones, the assertions of Propositions 6, 7, 8 will remain true. After the change of definitions, a split or a composite rectangular diagram D will give a split or composite braid b D through the construction of 2.4. By a straightforward check one establishes the following:
• if D → D ′ is an exchange of the upper two horizontal edges, then b D → b D ′ is either a conjugation or an exchange, depending on the orientation of the edges and their relative position (it is assumed that we enumerate the braid strands from the bottom to the top); The rest of the proof is easy.
Remark 12.
Notice that, as a by-product, we received a new proof of Markov's theorem, which is now a corollary to Proposition 4.
Two tests for knottedness
How one usually conludes that a given knot is truly knotted? The standard way to prove that a given knot is non-trivial is to compute some knot invariant like the Alexander polynomial or the Jones polynomial. Such computations seem to be hard for large knots. The algorithms known up to now for computing polynomial invariants take at least exponential time in the complexity of a link diagram. However, there is (at least) one well known exception from the above mentioned situation: if an alternating planar diagram of a knot has no separating vertex, then it presents a non-trivial knot or a non-split link (see [11] ). To check that a given diagram is alternating and has no separating vertex is very easy.
Here, we provide two sufficient conditions for knottedness in terms of arc-presentations (rectangular diagrams). Verification of the conditions requires not more than quadratic time in the complexity of the diagram provided that the diagram is encoded in a reasonable way.
From Propositions 6-8 one concludes the following Proof. We need only to comment on why L is prime, i.e., non-composite. The point is that, if L is composite as a link, then Proposition 8 implies that L is composite as an arc-presentation. This contradicts the assumption, since a composite arcpresentation always admits exchange moves.
The assumption of Corollary 1 means that L does not have "trivial" arcs, i.e., arcs connecting two neighbouring vertices, and any two neighbouring arcs (vertices) of L interleave. In terms of the corresponding rectangular diagram, this means that any two neighbouring vertical (horizontal) edges interleave provided that we regard the rightmost and leftmost (the top and the bottom) edges also as neighbouring. Diagrams of this kind will be said to be rigid.
There are numerous examples of rigid diagrams. Any torus knot or link can be presented by a rigid diagram. A rigid diagram of the Whitehead link is displayed on the left of Fig. 26 . Notice that, in the contrast to the case of alternating planar diagrams, rigid and non-rigid rectangular diagrams of the same complexity can present equivalent links. For example, the diagram of the Whitehead link on the right of Fif. 26 is not rigid, though it has the same complexity as the one on the left.
In Fig. 27 we show a rigid diagram of a two-component link with zero multivariable Alexander polynomial and zero linking number. (The latter two invariants are often used to establish non-splitness. The example was constructed in response to a question by Jozef Przytycki, who asked the author whether rigid diagrams always have non-zero Alexander polynomial. So, the answer is 'no'. Recall that the non-triviality of alternating links was proved in [11] by showing that they have non-trivial Jones polynomial.) Let L be an arc-presentation of an oriented link. Pick an ε > 0 such that ε is less than the ϕ-distance between any two vertices of L and θ-distance between any two arcs of L. Then the link f ± ε (L) will be disjoint from L. We define the upper (respectively, the lower ) writhe of L to be the linking number of L with f + ε (L) (respectively, f − ε (L)). We denote the upper and lower writhes of L by w + (L) and w − (L), respectively. By the writhe of L we shall mean the couple (w − (L), w + (L)). 
which implies, in particluar, the following:
Proposition 11. The writhe of an arc-presentation does not change under exchange moves.
Equivalently, the right-hand side of any of the formulae (9) is not changed under cyclic permutation of vertical or horizontal edges and interchange of non-interleaved neighbouring vertical or horizontal edges of D. 
For the trivial arc-presentation L of the unknot, we have w + (L) = 1, w − (L) = −1. For the distant union L 1 ⊔ L 2 of two arc-presentations, we have w ± (L 1 ⊔ L 2 ) = w ± (L 1 ) + w ± (L 2 ). In conjunction with Propositions 6, 7, 11, and 12, this implies the following. One can show that removing a crossing has the following effect on the writhe (provided that we do it appropriately):
whereas switching a crossing has the following effect:
w − → w − − 3, w + → w + − 1.
Thus, after k removals and l switchings we will still have w − 0.
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